Going beyond
money

Paul Cockshott

Calculation in kind or in money
Immediately after the first world war
the Austrian socialist economist
Neurath, advocated that a socialist
economy learn from war economy
and use calculations in kind not in
money.
Planning, he said, should be done in
physical terms not in money.

During the war it had become
evident that to survive states had to
plan and prioritize physical
production of key raw materials,
labour, foodstuffs etc.
He proposed this as the model for
socialist planning.

Calculation Problem
Bourgeois theorists said non market calculation impossible

Von Mises

●
●

Only money provides a rational basis for
comparing costs
Calculation in terms of labour time
impractical because of the millions of
equations that would need to be solved.

Hayek

●
●

Market is like a telephone system
exchanging information to tie up economy
Only the market can solve problem of
dispersed information

Scale of problem
In mid 1950s GOSPLAN could prepare detailed material
balances for some 3,000 products, and had some control over
a further 30,000 (The development of socialist economic thought, Maurice Dobb)
By the late 60s there were several million distinct products
involved in the whole Soviet economy.(Economics of Feasible Socialism, A. Nove)
This was more than could be handled in detail by the existing
GOSPLAN staff of a few thousand people.

Scale of problem
Suppose each of 1 million products uses say an average of
200 other components in its direct manufacture
We can describe each production process as a list of pairs,
(

product code of input, amount of input

)

with each pair taking 2 full words of computer memory
We would then need a minimum of 400 million words of
memory to do planning or compute labour values - say
around 1.5 GigaByte

Scale of problem
●

Ideally you would have wanted
at least 1.5 GB of fast RAM, but
at a pinch you could have used
hard disks.
○

●

By 1975 CDC in America was
building 300MB drives, but
these were embargoed for
the USSR.

In addition you would have
needed > 1 million words of
fast RAM
○

The best US technology did
not reach this level till 1975
(CRAY I)

1975 models of CDC drives. 4 of
these could have held the info to
compute 1 million labour values

Marx’s communism was not yet possible in 1960s
Marx’s Communism stage 1
● No money
● Calculation in terms of labour time and
use values
● Payment in labour credits
But to work out the labour content of every good
required the solution of millions of equations.
1960s computers not powerful enough.

Soviet Socialism
● Money still needed for economic
calculation even in the planned sector.
● Problem of aggregation in planning
required monetary objectives
● Inability to handle disaggregated plans at
all Union level.
● Money still needed for wage payments
But cash led to black markets, corruption and
pressure to restore capitalist relations.

Computational complexity
How easy is it to solve the millions
of equations.
There are some problems that
become computationally
intractable even for the largest
computers.
Is economic planning or the use of
labour accounting like that.

NO!

In a series of papers, Allin Cottrell, Greg
Michaelson and I have shown that the
computational complexity of computing
labour values for an entire economy with
N distinct products grows as
N log(N)
This means that it is highly tractable and
easily solved by modern computers

Essentials of cyber communism
Direct democracy

Labour time economy

Major strategic decisions taken
democratically

Marx’s principle that non-public
goods are distributed on the
equivalence principle - you get back
in goods the same amount of labour after tax - that you perform.
Hence goods are priced in labour
hours.
Cybernetic feedback from sales to
the plan to adjust output to consumer
needs.

●
●
●
●
●

How much labour to devote to
education
How much to health, pensions, sick
How much to environmental
protection
How much to national defence
How much to new investment

All this can be done by direct voting
using computers or mobile phones
every year. We have prototyped
software to aggregate the wishes of
the public this way. ( Google for
‘Handivote’)

Millions of equations
• Computers obviously change this as they
can solve millions of equations
• Need to be quite precise about how many
million equations and just how hard they
are to solve
• This is a branch of complexity theory
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Complexity
• The complexity of an algorithm is measured
by the number of instructions used to
compute it as the size of a problem grows.
• We will look at a simple example before
going on to economic planning
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Searching
• Suppose that I have a telephone directory
for Brazilia and a phone number.
• It is clearly possible in principle to look at
every number in the directory until I find
who the number belonged to.
• The task would probably take several days.
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Indexing and sorting
• If I have a name on the other hand, I can probably look up
the phone number in less than 60 seconds.
• The complexity of looking up a name from a number is of
order n, or On, for a directory with n names in it.
• The complexity of looking up a number from a name is of
order Log(n) in a sorted directory
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Example
• Suppose I have 2 directories
1. Has 1000 entries
2. Has 1,000,000 entries
To look up a name will take 1000 times as long
in the second directory, but to look up a
number – given the name will only take
twice as long.
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I/O table
rubber

steel

oil

zinc

cotton

rubber
steel
oil
zinc
cotton

labour
outputs
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Use of I/O table
• From the I/O table one can compute how
much of each intermediate product
required to produce each final product.
• In particular we can compute the labour
content of each output.
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Computability of labour
content
• Suppose we have 10,000,000 different types of
goods produced in an economy (Nove quotes this)
• Labour content given by the equation
• λ=Aλ+l
• Where λ is a vector of labour contents,l a vector of
direct labour inputs and A an input output matrix
• Clearly too big to invert, matrix is even too big to
store in a computer containing : 1014 cells.
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Gaussian solution
impossible
products

multiplications

Seconds taken
uniprocessor
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multiprocessor

1000

1,000,000,000

10

0.1

100,000

1015

107

100,000

10,000,000

1021

1013

1011sec=3000yrs
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Simplification
• Matrix is sparse, most elements are zero
• Replace by linked list representation, we estimate the
number of inputs directly used in a product is logarithmic in
the size of the economy.
• Solve iteratively - use about 10 iterations,
• Complexity of order nLogn in number of products. We
estimate that it takes a few minutes on a modern machine.
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Sparse representation
• Each production process represented by a
list of pairs ( input code, quantity)
• On average a process can then be
represented in about 100 cells instead of
10,000,000
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Iterative solution
• We only need to know labour values to
about 3 significant figures.
• Initially just include direct labour inputs.
• The produce second estimate taking into
account indirect inputs. Repeat this step
about 10 times.
• You end up with a figure accurate to about
3 digits.
02/01/2018
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Iterative solution feasible
products

multiplications

Seconds taken
uniprocessor
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multiprocessor

1000

150,000

0.0016

0.000016

100,000

100,000,000

1

0.01

10,000,000

6x1010

600

6
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At this point illustrate the lp
solve planner

Key developments in productive
forces since 1960s
1.
2.
3.
4.

Internet
Giant databases
Super computers
Electronic payment cards

1.

2.
3.

4.

Internet allows real-time cybernetic
planning and can solve the problem
of dispersed information - Hayeks
key objection
Big data allows concentration of the
information needed for planning.
Super computers can solve the
millions of equations in seconds von Mises objection
Electronic payment cards allow
replacement of cash with non
transferable labour credits.

Essentials of cyber communism
Direct democracy
Major strategic decisions taken democratically
●
●
●
●
●

How much labour to devote to education
How much to health, pensions, sick
How much to environmental protection
How much to national defence
How much to new investment

All this can be done by direct voting using
computers or mobile phones every year.

Equivalence Economy
Marx’s principle that non-public goods are
distributed on the equivalence principle - you get
back in goods the same amount of labour - after
tax - that you perform.
Hence goods are priced in labour hours.
Cybernetic feedback from sales to the plan to
adjust output to consumer needs.

Feedback mechanism
• We assume a real time feedback mechanism
which uses sales of products along with
democratically determined general goals to
set net output targets for all goods.
• The planning computers must derive the gross
outputs required to meed these net outputs.
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Model we propose
Drawn on the principles of Robert Owen, the founder of New
Lanark
• Industry publicly owned and planned in physical units.
• Employees paid in labour tokens, 1 per hour.
• Goods priced in labour tokens proportional to the labour
required to make them. (some discounting possible )
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Market clearing prices used
for finished goods
• If stocks of unsold goods grow – then
reduce selling price
• If stocks fall – then increase selling price
• If price above labour value - then increase
output
• If price below labour value – then reduce
output
02/01/2018
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Overall cybernetic structure

Harmony planning
• Algorithm again feasible in log-linear time.
• Based on iterative adjustment of allocation
of stocks between different production
activities guided by the derivative of the
harmony function for each industry.
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Algorithmic Complexity
Complexity defines how long an algorithm takes as function of
problem size
Classes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Constant
Linear O N
Log linear ON log N
Polynomial ON2 ON3
Exponential OeN

Economic planning must be
tractable
If planning on a national scale is to work, the time taken to
compute a plan must not be too great
If you have 100 industries one method may work, but if you
increase it to 1 million it may be prohibitively slow
What about the LP-solve package that I demonstrated
earlier?

LP-solve is
polynomial
Graph shows time to run economic
plans with horizontal axis being number
of industries, vertical axis time in
seconds.
Graph is log log so straight line
indicates a polynomial - roughly
equivalent to N3

This is too slow for big plans

We need a near linear algorithm
In our book Towards a New Socialism we describe such a near
linear algorithm.
I originally developed it in about 1989 but had long since lost
the source code.
I have released a new version of it written in java on github at

Why a log linear solution must
exist
Given that any explicit calculation or algorithm that humans can do,
can also, in principle be done by computers. Given further, that the
complexity order of an algorithm does not change depending on
whether people do it by hand or a computer does it. It follows then
that the existence of functioning market economies is proof that low
complexity coordination algorithms exist.
It is clearly not the case that market economies depend on an
algorithm of order N3 or they would never have grown to be able to
produce the hundreds of millions of products[#amazon] that actually
are on sale.

Harmony alg is NlogN
The Harmony Algorithm draws on ideas from marginalist
economics and from neural nets to derive an iterative
planning technique.
This has previously been shown to have N\log N complexity
for single year plans.

Socialist utility function
The Harmony function is supposed to mimic the principle of
positive but diminishing marginal social utility. What is
required is a function whose value rises as plan fulfillment
approaches but which rewards overfulfillment less than it
punishes underfulfillment.

Harmony function

Plan target

Actual function used

Where t is the plan target, n the net output and S the Surplus
of production given by
That is to say the proportional amount the
plan has been exceeded by for each
product.

Why use this
1.
2.

To give a more flexible plan target that rewards over
fulfillment and punishes shortfalls
Because the function has a continuous first derivative it
is allows the use of Newton’s method to approximate
functions. This allows us to rapidly bring all industries
into approximate alignment with the plan target.

Newton’s
approximation
method
Suppose we start out with this scheme

Newton’s
approximation
method
Suppose we start out with this scheme
We put in the harmony function, which
is 0 at the plan target.

Newton’s
approximation
method
Suppose we start out with this scheme

A

We put in the harmony function, which
is 0 at the plan target.
We have two industries A exceeds plan
and B falls short, we want to shrink A
and increase B
Since we know the gradients of the
function we can draw or compute lines
that intersect with the mean harmony
of the whole economy

B

Newton’s
approximation
method
Suppose we start out with this scheme

A

We put in the harmony function, which
is 0 at the plan target.
We have two industries A exceeds plan
and B falls short, we want to shrink A
and increase B
Since we know the gradients of the
function we can draw or compute lines
that intersect with the mean harmony
of the whole economy

B

Newton’s
approximation
method
A
Since we know the gradients of the
function we can draw or compute lines
that intersect with the mean harmony
of the whole economy.
But these ‘overshoot’, they reduce A
too much.

B

Newton’s
approximation
method
A
Since we know the gradients of the
function we can draw or compute lines
that intersect with the mean harmony
of the whole economy.
But these ‘overshoot’, they reduce A
too much.
But what if we look at half the
shrinkage of A

B

Newton’s
approximation
method
But these ‘overshoot’, they reduce A
too much.
But what if we look at half the
shrinkage of A, half the increase of B

A

We move them there and get a new
mean

B

Newton’s
approximation
method
But these ‘overshoot’, they reduce A
too much.
But what if we look at half the
shrinkage of A, half the increase of B
We move them there and get a new
mean,
Converge on the mean but it shifts
down. We need another stage of the
algorithm to slide the mean up along
the harmony function

A

B

Use harmony gain rate as dummy
profit rate
In a capitalist economy resources are supposed to shift
towards sectors with a higher rate of profit.
In the planning analog, we have to shift free resources to
where the marginal harmony gain rate is highest.
Essentially we use the derivative of the harmony function of
each product as a shadow price and compute a rate of return
for each technique.

Use harmony gain rate as dummy
profit rate
We expand each industry in proportion to its harmony gain
rate.
Gi is the gain rate of industry i
This can lead to instabilities if industries have negative
harmony gain - could lead to industries being set to negative
rates of production which are impossible.

Use neural net
technique
We use a sigmoid function as commonly used in neural nets, to
clamp the rate of harmony gain to be in the range -1 to +1.
We then adjust the intensity Ij of production of each industry j
thus:

Where phi and psi are tuning constants <1

Illustrate the use
of the harmony
algorithm

Implication
This indicates that were only two CPU cores of the same
power as used earlier, a 50,000 industry 5 year plan could be
optimised in under ten minutes, which compares favourably
with the 2400 years it would take using a linear programming
system.

Restriction
The package currently reads in data to specify the problem in
IO table format which is very inefficient.
A 50,000 sector IO table would occupy a prohibitive amount
of disk space. If you give it an IO table that is too big, you get a
java heap overflow.
As a viewer pointed out, for large plans you would have to
supply the data in relational database form.

Extensions
You would also have to parallelise the algorithm if you want to
handle millions of products.
But the structure of the algorithm lends itself to massive data
parallelism.
Producing a production quality package for detailed national
plans is not something that it is worth my while doing now as
an amateur. But it would be easy for software teams at
super-computer centers to do.

Time as basis of payment
Speaking of Communism Marx wrote
Labour-time would, in that case, play a double part. Its apportionment in accordance
with a definite social plan maintains the proper proportion between the different
kinds of work to be done and the various wants of the community. On the other hand,
it also serves as a measure of the portion of the common labour borne by each
individual, and of his share in the part of the total product destined for individual
consumption. The social relations of the individual producers, with regard both to
their labour and to its products, are in this case perfectly simple and intelligible, and
that with regard not only to production but also to distribution. (Marx, Capital I
Chapter 1)

Labour value pricing
In Critique of the Gotha Programme, and in Capital I Marx
proposes as a first simple model of communism that people
are credited with hours worked and that goods are marked in
public warehouses with their time content..
Yet in Poverty of Philosophy he had argued against
Proudhon’s proposal to have a simple labour pricing scheme.
Is this a contradiction?

2 distinctions from Proudhon
1.
2.

The labour credits do not circulate as money
The production is directly social, carried out by the
community rather than by private petty traders

That still leaves another objection that he makes in Poverty of
Philosophy - that the social necessary amount of labour
allocated to a branch of production depends on demand.
It needs the oscillation of prices around values.

Markup or down
Suppose a shirt takes 1 hour to make - then it will be marked
in public stores at 1 hour.
But if that style of shirt is no longer wanted, the stocks will not
sell.
The state shops may have to sell them at 30minutes or even
10minutes instead of 60 minutes.

Feedback
1.

If goods are selling below their labour content
○

2.

tell the planners to make less of them

If goods are selling above their labour content
○

tell the planners to make more of them

But these deviations of labour price from labour value are
temporary and cancel out over time and across different
goods.

Non circulation
The following images will show how in a communist economy
labour credits would not circulate
They would be, as Marx said, just used like theatre tickets and
cancelled out after use.

Not labour notes
Owenite bearer notes like this
would not work for communism,
though they might be used in a
socialist transition period.
The problem is that they could still
circulate and be used on a black
market.

Certificates not notes
Marx speaks of certificates showing recording how many
hours you had worked.
But he was not an advocate of labour money.
To prevent circulation such a certificate had to be tied to the
person doing the work.
How might this have been achieved?

Bellamy’s proposal
In 1887 the American socialist Bellamy proposed as system of
social credit cards, based on the recently invented Hollerith
punched cards. Your hours worked would be printed on it and
would be cancelled out at the store, with a card punch.

Cornocupia
He envisaged ‘horn of plenty’, classical palaces where citizens would shop using
their cards in 2000AD.
Goods would then be delivered direct to their houses by pneumatic tube
systems.

Invented idea of credit card
Bellamy actually invented the idea of the credit card.
His ‘horn of plenty palaces’ were like the modern malls.
His tube delivery foreshadowed Amazon

Now electronic
Now we would use smart cards.
The labour ministry could keep time accounts accessed by
these cards.
Software would prevent private transfers between accounts.
So no circulation or black markets.

Getting down to
detail
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These are the 5 actors in
our play

The box [Hospitals,
Schools, etc] stands for
all free public services
and social benefits.

The working population
puts in 2 million person
years per annum in the
public services and 4
million in the public
factories
I ignore work in the shops
for simplicity.
Note that labour time
calculations translate
directly into the
distribution of the working
population
Equivalent to 2 million
service workers and 4
million production workers

All labour is directly
communal, that is to say
everyone is a public
employee.
Thus people get their
labour credits from a
public body in return for
working.
Just to give it a name I
call it the Labour
Ministry.
It issues as many labour
credits as there were
hours done in the last
week.

An income tax
equivalent to the 2
million person years of
work done in the free
public service sector is
deducted from workers
labour credits.
The credits going as tax
are simply cancelled
out.
That leaves the workers
with 4 million to spend in
shops. Once spent the
credits are just binned
like used train tickets.

In return for the 4 million
person years work done in the
public factories, workers get
goods that took 4 million
person years to make

For simplicity I am ignoring
1. Work done to produce
net investment.
2. Flows of manufactured
goods into the schools
and hospitals.
Both of these would imply a
higher rate of income tax to
ensure a balance between
personal expenditure and the
labour available to meet it.

Lessons
No circulation of labour credits.
Everyone is a direct public worker, not an employee of a firm directly social labour
There are no ‘enterprises’ of the Soviet type which received
Rubles for goods they produced and paid wages.

Why law of value is important
If shop prices are not proportional to labour content it
generates a set of severe problems:
1.
2.

If goods are too cheap, the shops sell out leading to
queues and black markets
Prices below labour values give out signals that are in
principle impossible to meet.

Example
Suppose a country of 8 million working population has 3
million farmers, 3 million factory workers and 2 million
service workers.
The workforce will have an after tax income of 6 million (8 - 2
for tax)
If food is priced at only 2 million but factory goods are sold at
value, then there will be an excess demand for food of 1
million leading to food shortages in the shops.

This happened in Poland
Left, Polish strikers demanding
Bread in 1956
Right, the selling price of food (
money value added ) fell well below
the proportion of social labour used
to produce it.
A 10% increase in demand for food
would have required an impossible
shift of labour to food production,
hence shortages.

Against cheap food populism
By cheap food populism I mean the attempt to retain money
and the wages system whilst attempting to set unrealistically
low food prices as a concession to popular discontent.
Poland did this, the Venezuelans are doing it, and at times the
USSR did it.
It fails to address the real issues generating inequality, it
promotes inefficiency and the queues and shortages
ultimately discredit socialism.

Bukharinite delusions
Cheap food populism is historically linked to a
misrepresentation of communism by Bukharin (ABC of Communism) as
a system in which all goods would be available to everyone
free on demand.
This is
a) economically infeasible,
b) based on a blatant misrepresentation of Marx’s phrase
about ‘according to need’.

According to need
Marx did not mean everything should be free.
He quite explicit means that people with big families should get extra income.
one worker is married, another is not; one has more children than another, and so on and so
forth. Thus, with an equal performance of labor, and hence an equal in the social
consumption fund, one will in fact receive more than another, one will be richer than
another,

This is about what we now term child benefits, maternity benefits, disability
benefits. Historically these came before communism, with social democracy.
These have to be met out of income tax and could be paid in labour certificates.

Free distribution
Free distribution is applicable only in certain areas where either,
1.
2.

3.

The marginal labour cost of supply is negligible - music, books, video on
the internet, scientific knowledge.
The demand is effectively fixed - bus travel into the center of town to go
to work. You could issue workers passes allowing free travel to an from
work without causing any real resource problems.
Where there is some external assessment of needs - free heart surgery is
ok since nobody gets it unless a doctor diagnoses them as needing it.

All these have to be met out of income tax - they all reduce worker’s personal
income and should be only be embarked on if supported by popular vote.

Digression
I give a short tutorial on Marx’s demonstration of why
capitalist costing is irrational and holds back the productive
forces.
Later I will come on to show the relevance of this to the
Bukharin conception of Communism.

Capitalist costing
Using labour value calculation the
new technology is cheaper than the
old.
But if capitalists only pay half the
value created by their employees, the
new technology seems more
expensive to them.
So they do not use it.
Old technique looks 5 cheaper

Capitalist costing 2
If wages costs fall further
to 40% of value added
The old labour intensive technology
is even more favoured by Capital

Old technique looks 8 cheaper

Technology growth
As the rate of surplus value
rises, the development of
technology slows down.
The graph shows how it has
slowed down in Britain the
bottom graph shows the
income share of the top 1%

Lower graph from www.wid.world

This is international
Capitalism responded to the
crisis of the 1970s by stepping
up exploitation internationally
and shifting to a cheap labour
policy.
This biased the whole cost
structure against technical
progress → slow down in
productivity growth.

Relevance to communism
Soviets thought to move towards communism by increasing
free or subsidised distribution.
But this was all funded on the profits of nationalised industry,
which still used money calculation.
The more free distribution
→ the higher the profit share of industry had to be
→ the lower the wage share had to be.

You can see where this goes
The steps they took towards ‘communism’ reproduced the
same biased cost structures that lead to stagnation under
capitalism.
In both cases there was an undervaluation of the true value of
labour, because money wages underestimated social labour
costs.

Consequences
●
●
●
●

Hoarding of labour by Soviet factories
Continued use of labour intensive techniques
Slowdown in growth of labour productivity
Slowdown in whole economy once migration to the cities
petered out.

This is the dialectical contradiction of the
Bukharin/Khrushchev road to communism.

Answers
●
●
●
●

Workers to get the full value of labour performed
Public services and net investment then funded by
income tax
All comparative costings performed using true social
costs - person hours - not money.
No profit making ‘socialist enterprises’

Historical paradox
Soviet socialism’s economic model rested on what Engels in
1847 had identified as potential common ground between
communists and social democrats.
He warned against the illusions of the democratic socialists
that socialism was itself enough to produce a lasting solution.
democratic socialists favor some of the same measures the communists advocate,
not as part of the transition to communism, however, but as measures which they
believe will be sufficient

USSR was socialist … but
Its crisis was the result of internal contradictions within
socialism that could only be resolved by communism. But the
last leader interested in communism was Khrushchev, and his
strategy had internal flaws.
The crisis had to be resolved by overcoming the limitations of
manual bureaucratic coordination, getting rid of money, and
moving to a communist labour account economy.
We will overcome these contradictions next time.

